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Synopsis
Updated & Revised for 2016. ALL MODELS ARE NOW PICTURED! This price guide spans all Treasure Hunt models from 1995 to 2015, including variations. You’ll get the most current values for each model, which have all been researched with a minimum of 12 sales to attain an average value. The guide will assist collectors in making sound buying/trading/selling decisions, as well as provide interesting tidbits on the history of the Treasure Hunt segment. Featured inside: à¢€Current sales averages for all models and Box Sets à¢€Wheel Chart of common Treasure Hunt wheels à¢€Complete Index/Car Finder and more. You’ll get the inside edge on the most dynamic segment of the Hot Wheels hobby today!
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Customer Reviews
I love the price guide and I loved the addition of color photos this year. There is however one thing I wish you would consider. When listing cars with variations it would be so awesome if you would include pics of all listed variations along with pics of the standard version when possible. I know that this would increase the cost and the price would go up, but you have to remember that most people have not seen these hard to find cars. People like myself would gladly pay more for the additional info.
complete and in full color, very informative for the collector of the variables in the series. I'm going to buy every year to keep up.

Got this as a present for my son's friend and he loves it
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